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BOILING IS JUST
THE BEGINNING
You rise before it shines and never fear a headlamp-lit path. Hikes aren’t just reserved 
for sunny weekends and you’re not traveling because of #wanderlust. No, for 
Jetheads, adventure is so much more. Aching legs and sore feet be damned, you’re 
on a mission. A mission to trek farther, climb higher, surf longer and dig deeper. 

And after a weary, protein bar-filled day on the trail, we know how good a sunset 
dinner tastes. We’ve also heard the saying that breakfast is the most important meal 
of the day. That’s why we obsessively engineer and meticulously design our products 
to boil faster, endure more and give you ultimate backcountry cooking versatility. 

So whether you’re cheffing up a full spread using our new skillet or rapidly  
boiling water for morning joe, trust the stove that’s field tested and approved  
by JetHeads everywhere.
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FAST.
COMPACT.
EFFICIENT.
Use Less, Get More—It’s (not) That Simple 
We’ll spare you the nerdy science jargon and make things simple. We direct 
every BTU possible toward the cook pot using FluxRing Technology. It helps us 
harness every possible unit of energy coming from the burner, resulting in highly 
efficient, lightning-fast boils. But don’t take our word for it; there’s an adventure 
out there worth the test.

Dare to Challenge Dependable
Jetboil Systems aren’t just the most dependable stoves on the market, they’re 
the most dependable stoves you’ll ever own. Challenge their ruggedness. Lean 
on their versatility. Test their speed. Jetboil won’t make a product that can’t 
stand the test of time, so you don’t have to worry about buying one that won’t.
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CFPGS

NEW! SILICONE COFFEE PRESS &  
SILICONE GRANDE COFFEE PRESS
Jetboil’s NEW coffee press with a silicone ring guarantees the best brew  
in the backcountry. 

•  Resistant silicone ring provides secure fit to eliminate cowboy coffee  
by keeping excess grounds from escaping during plunging process

•  Durable, high-temperature plastic and micro-filter reduces sediment  
in the pot and provides smooth, rich flavor 

•  Brew the best coffee at breakfast or use the basket to steam 
fresh fish or vegetables at dinner

•  The stem and basket detach to stow easily in the bottom cup 

SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT:  

Coffee Press: 1.3 oz (36 g)

Grande Coffee Press: 1.5 oz (42 g)

DIMENSIONS: 

Coffee Press Assembled

3.7" x 5.8" (95 mm x 148 mm)

Grande Coffee Assembled

4.5" x 4.6" (115 mm x 118 mm) for MiniMo

4.5" x 7.2" (115 mm x 185 mm) for SUMO
Compatible with:
.8L & 1L Tall

Compatible with:
1L Short & 1.8L

CFPS

NEW FOR 2020.
NEW! MIGHTYMO 
COOK BUNDLE
Get the best cooking performance with the best  
cooking products. Combine the unbeatable simmer  
control of MightyMo with our NEW easy-to-cook,  
easy-to-clean non-stick ceramic coated 1.5L FluxRing  
Cook Pot and convenience of JetSet utensils for  
the perfect cooking bundle on the trail. 

FEATURES
•  MightyMo Stove with four-turn regulator valve for  

unbeatable simmer control and a new and improved  
convenient, reliable push-button igniter

•  Regulated for consistent 4-season performance  
down to 20 degrees Fahrenheit (-6 C)

•  Durable aluminum cook pot with PFOA-free  
ceramic coating for easy food release and cleanup 

SPECIFICATIONS  

 MightyMo 1.5L Ceramic Cook Pot Jetset Utensils
WEIGHT: 3.3 oz (94 g) 10.8 oz (306 g) 1.3 oz (36 g)

DIMENSIONS:  4.1" x 3.75"  6.3" x 4.8"  5.2" packed
 (104 mm x 95.3 mm) diameter packed  (130 mm) 
  (160 mm x 122 mm) 
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FAST BOIL
SYSTEMS
Gas Feed - Unregulated
Simple and reliable, our unregulated systems harness every ounce of our FluxRing 
Technology, providing maximum efficiency and rapid boiling for three-season 
performance. In fact, we specially engineered our industry-leading Flash to boil water 
in just 100 seconds. Jetboil’s push-button igniter delivers a surefire launch and the  
quick boil times make unregulated stoves perfect for heating soups, brewing coffee,  
or boiling water for pastas and dehydrated meals. 
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BEST FOR
BOILING WATER FOR DEHYDRATED MEALS, 
COFFEE, AND TEA.

• 1 Liter FluxRing cook pot with insulating cozy

• Thermochromatic, color-change heat indicator

• New and improved push-button igniter

• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl

• Compatible accessories include Coffee Press, Hanging Kit,  
Pot Support, Skillet, FluxRing Cook Pot and Utensils

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

 
371g
13.1oz*

1-2

13.1 oz (371 g)*

9,000 BTU/h (2.6 kW)

32 fl oz (1 Liter)

100 sec per 16 oz (1/2 Liter)
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

10 Liters per 100 g JetPower can

4.1" x 7.1" (104 mm x 180 mm)

*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

WEIGHT

POWER

VOLUME

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

FLASH

FLWD
(Wilderness)

Boil in Seconds, Not Minutes

FAST BOIL
SYSTEMS

Blistering boil times come standard on our industry-leading Flash. By modeling the combustion and selecting 
materials to optimize efficiency, we were able to create the fastest Jetboil ever—cutting a full minute off our  
best boil time.

FLMX
(Matrix)

FLCM
(Camo)

FLJVEC
(Ecto)

FLCBN
(Carbon)
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ZIP

• .8 Liter FluxRing cook pot with insulating cozy

• Match ignition

• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl

•  Compatible accessories include Coffee Press, Hanging Kit,  
Pot Support, Skillet, FluxRing Cook Pot and Utensils

FEATURES

  

WEIGHT

POWER

VOLUME

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

ZPCB
(Carbon)

12 oz (340 g)*

4,500 BTU/h (0.9 kW)

27 fl oz (.8 Liter)

2 minutes 30 sec. per 16 oz (.5 Liter)
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

12 Liters per 100 g JetPower can

4.1" x 6.5" (104 mm x 165 mm)

*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

Compact & Efficient Boil

BEST FOR
NO FRILLS COOKING—STOWABLE, EFFICIENT, 
AND ULTRA AFFORDABLE.

A tried-and-true classic, the Zip was born from our original PCS design and offers a reliable, no-frills option  
for backpackers. Lightweight and compact, this stove focuses on the backcountry boiling essentials. No more,  
and no less.

 
340g
12oz*

1-2

FAST BOIL
SYSTEMS

15
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PRECISION 
COOKING SYSTEMS

The industry standard  
goes from 0 to 100  

in a quarter turn.

x.25 x1 x2 x3 x4

Jetboil’s regulated stoves  
have a wide range of  

incremental heat output.

Gas Feed - Regulated
No need for fancy restaurants, Jetboil has gourmet on-the-go down. Our regulated 
systems feature best-in-class simmer control for unmatched versatility and expanded 
cold-weather capabilities in the backcountry. Advanced regulator valves allow for 
incremental adjustments to fuel flow, giving you a range of temperature options to 
cook anything, anywhere. 

To back it up, we’ve included the pot support with all of our gas-regulated Mo’s,  
helping you move beyond the boundaries of boiling. From camping and backpacking  
to overlanding and road tripping, our regulated systems have forged a new frontier 
in off-the-grid cooking.
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BEST FOR
VERSATILE TRAIL COOKING, WITH MINIMAL 
WEIGHT AND PACK SIZE.

MTYM

MightyMo works together with Skillet and FluxRing 
Cook Pot, without the need for the Pot Support. 

JetPower Fuel, Skillet and FluxRing Cook Pot  
sold separately, see pages 38 & 39.

MIGHTYMO

FEATURES

Cooked to Perfection, Not Burnt Beyond Recognition

• Unbeatable simmer control

• Regulated for consistent performance down to 20°F (-6°C)

• New and improved push-button igniter

• Improved efficiencies with compatible Jetboil Accessories

3.3 oz (95 g)*

10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

3 minutes per 1 liter in  
FluxRing Cook Pot
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

4.1" x 3.75" (104 mm x 95.3 mm)

*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

WEIGHT

POWER

BOIL TIME

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Pack it up, pack it in. This ridiculously versatile and compact stove weighs in at a meager 3.3 oz. But lucky for you,  
it still packs enough punch to quickly reach a rolling boil, and the four-turn regulator valve gives it a soft enough 
touch for sautéing greens or simmering sauces.

PRECISION 
COOKING SYSTEMS

19

CPT15 SKLT
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MICROMO

• Lightweight .8 Liter FluxRing cook pot with insulating cozy

• Unbeatable simmer control

• Regulated for consistent performance down to 20°F  (-6°C)

• New and improved push-button igniter

• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl

•  Compatible accessories include Coffee Press, Hanging Kit,  
Utensils, Skillet and FluxRing Cook Pot

• Pot support included

12 oz (340 g)*

6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)

27 fl oz (.8 Liter)

2 minutes 15 sec. per 16 oz (.5 Liter) 
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

12 Liters per 100 g JetPower can

4.1" x 6.5" (104 mm x 165 mm)

*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

WEIGHT

POWER

VOLUME

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

Comes Small, Cooks Huge

BEST FOR
FULLY CONTAINED PERSONAL COOKING 
WITHOUT THE EXTRA WEIGHT.

Our lightest self-contained cooking system doesn’t compromise performance or versatility. It might be light 
and stowable in your pack, but this stove can do big things with our proprietary regulator technology. Boil fast. 
Simmer slow. It’s up to you.

Pot Support
Included

MCMCB
(Carbon)

MCMTM
(Tamale)

PRECISION 
COOKING SYSTEMS
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LOW SPOON ANGLE 
FOR EASIER EATING 
AND COOKING

• 1 Liter Short FluxRing cook pot with insulating cozy

• Metal handles for an easier cooking and eating experience

• Optimized spoon angle for easier eating right from the pot 

• Unbeatable simmer control

• Regulated for consistent performance down to 20°F (-6°C)

• New and improved push-button igniter

• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl

•   Compatible accessories include a Grande Coffee Press,  
Hanging Kit, Utensils, Skillet, and FluxRing Cook Pot 

•  Pot Support Included

14.6 oz (415 g)*

6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)

32 fl oz (1 Liter)

2 minutes 15 sec. per 16 oz (.5 Liter)
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

12 Liters per 100 g JetPower can

5" x 6" (127 mm x 152 mm)

*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

WEIGHT

POWER

VOLUME

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

MNMSS
(Sunset)

MINIMO
Don’t Just Heat Meals, Create Them

MNMCB
(Carbon)

BEST FOR
INDIVIDUAL COOKING AND CONVENIENT EATING—
OUR MOST POPULAR REGULATED SYSTEM.

MNMCM
(Camo)

MNMAD
(Adventure)

Built with just you in mind, the MiniMo combines our tried-and-true efficiency and versatility with a convenient 
form factor. The metal handles and redesigned cook pot—optimized for a low spoon angle—make it the perfect 
pot for personal cooking and eating.

Pot Support
Included

PRECISION 
COOKING SYSTEMS
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COOKING SYSTEMS
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SUMO

•  .8 Liter FluxRing cook pot with insulating cozy— 
perfect for groups 

• Unbeatable simmer control

• Regulated for consistent performance down to 20°F (-6°C)

• New and improved push-button igniter

• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl

•  Able to store a 100 g or 230 g JetPower fuel can with Burner,  
Fuel Canister Stabilizer and accessory Pot Support

•  Compatible accessories include a Grande Coffee Press,  
Hanging Kit, Utensils, Skillet and FluxRing Cook Pot

•  Pot Support Included

16 oz (453 g)*

6,000 BTU/h (1.75 kW)

60 fl oz (1.8 Liter)

4 minutes 15 sec. per 32 oz (1 Liter)
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

24 Liters per 230 g JetPower can

4.9" x 8.25" (125 mm x 210 mm)

*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

WEIGHT

POWER

VOLUME

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

Ultimate Cooking Capacity

SUMOCB
(Carbon)

PRECISION 
COOKING SYSTEMS

BEST FOR
GROUP COOKING WITHOUT 
SACRIFICING EFFICIENCY.

Sometimes JetHeads have a few JetFriends. That’s why we made the SUMO. It packs the same regulator control 
with a higher capacity pot to fuel the whole squad. Plus, the optional Coffee Press, Pot Support, Skillet and 
FluxRing Cook Pot mean you won’t have any shortage of meal options on the trail.

Pot Support
Included
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PRECISION 
COOKING SYSTEMS
Liquid Feed - Regulated

Jack Frost, you’ve been put on notice. The Joule Liquid Feed Regulated System  
is specifically designed to overcome the hurdles of cold-weather cooking. Since gas  
typically contracts in the cold (making it less efficient), the Joule Stove inverts our 
JetPower Canisters and utilizes liquid fuel. The result is more efficiency, consistency  
and control over the flame in cold-weather cooking situations. 

And unlike other liquid fuel systems that are messy, tough to get the hang of, and  
require priming, the Joule stove incorporates Jetboil’s push-button piezo igniter for  
a revolutionary and convenient one-click ignition.
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JOULE

• 2.5 Liter FluxRing cook pot with insulating cozy

• Inverted canister design with liquid fuel feed

• Regulated for consistent performance down to 10°F/-12°C

• Unbeatable simmer control

• New and improved push-button igniter

• Compatible with both 100 g and 230 g JetPower Fuel Canisters

FEATURES

Extreme Condition Cooking & Water Boiling

28 oz (790 g)

10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

84.5 fl oz (2.5 Liter)

2 minutes 40 sec. per 32 oz (1 Liter) 
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

24 Liters per 230 g JetPower can

6.5" x 8" (165 mm x 203 mm)

SPECIFICATIONS

JLE

BEST FOR
ALPINIST AND MOUNTAINEERS WHO NEED COLD-WEATHER 
PERFORMANCE AND EXPANDED COOKING VOLUME. 

A favorite of cold weather adventurers everywhere, the Joule delivers unparalleled performance, from  
high alpine expeditions to backcountry skiing. Our advanced regulator valve gives you precision control  
at temperatures as low as 10°F/-12°C, and the 2.5 liter cook pot makes it extremely popular with guides  
and groups.
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BASECAMP
SYSTEMS
Propane Feed - Regulated
Bacon and eggs? Pasta and marinara? That’s the chef’s choice. Our basecamp systems 
pack the same regulated technology and FluxRing efficiency into larger cook tops, 
giving you additional camp cooking versatility. When the trips get longer or the crew 
grows larger, the JetLink technology gives you the option to grow your basecamp 
system into a full-fledged backcountry kitchen. So whether it’s car camping, van life, 
or alpine expeditions, keep the team well fed with the industry’s most rugged and 
functional camp stoves. 
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GENESIS BASECAMP
SYSTEM

• Fast and efficient folding 2-burner stove

• 5L FluxPot for industry leading Jetboil fuel efficiencies

• 10" ceramic coated fry pan for eco-friendly,  
non-stick cooking

• JetLink for expanded cooking systems

• Unbeatable simmer control

• Easy-to-clean

• Convenient, reliable lever igniter

• System carrying bag with pocket for regulator  
fuel connection

System includes Genesis Stove, 10” Fry Pan, 5L FluxPot,  
Carry Bag, Windscreen and Fuel Regulator.

FEATURES

Massively Compact Cooking System

Climber in East Vail, Colorado

Fuel sold
separately.

GNSY
(Genesis System)

LUNA and cook pot
sold separately.

JetLink

  
4.1kg
9.1lbs*

3-59.1 lbs (4.1 kg)*

2 - 10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

3 minutes 15 sec. per 32 oz
(1 Liter in 5L FluxPot) 
(avg. over the life of 1 lb propane can)

48 Liters per 1 lb propane bottle

10.3" x 7.2"

Compatible with standard
16.4 oz propane bottle

* System weight excludes regulator, 
windscreen and carry bag

WEIGHT

POWER

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

FUEL

SPECIFICATIONS

BASECAMP 
SYSTEMS

Compact
Storage

BEST FOR
MAXIMUM COOKING AREA AND VERSATILITY 
WHEN YOU’RE OFF THE GRID.

The Genesis Basecamp System is the ultimate all-in-one backcountry cooking system, stowing neatly into itself 
and then fitting snugly into the durable travel bag. In one fell swoop you can pick up the regulated Genesis 
stove, 5-liter FluxPot, and Fry Pan—everything you need to set a new benchmark for basecamp cooking. 
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GENESIS STOVE

6.2 lbs (2.8 kg)*

2 - 10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

3 minutes 15 sec. per 32 oz
(1 Liter in 5L FluxPot)
(avg. over the life of 1 lb propane can)

48 Liters per 1 lb propane bottle

9.8" x 4.6"

Compatible with Standard 16.4 oz Propane bottle

* Stove weight excludes regulator,  
windscreen and carry bag.

WEIGHT

POWER

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

FUEL

SPECIFICATIONS
 

 
2.8kg
6.2lbs*

3-5

FEATURESFEATURES

Grow Your OwnModular Dual Burner Stove
HALFGEN

• Modular system with JetLink output

•  9" ceramic coated fry pan for eco-friendly  
non-stick performance

• Unbeatable simmer control

• Convenient, reliable lever igniter

• Easy-to-clean

• System includes Stove, 9" FryPan, Carry Bag, 
Windscreen and Fuel Regulator

HalfGen System is compatible with 5L FluxPot  
(not included), both in storage and in use.

3.5 lbs (1.6 kg)*

10,000 BTU/h (3 kW)

3 minutes and 15 seconds 
per 1 liter in 5L Flux Pot
(avg. over the life of 1 lb propane can)

9.4" x 3.9"

Compatible with standard 16.4 oz  
propane bottle

* System weight excludes regulator,  
windscreen and carry bag.

WEIGHT

POWER

BOIL TIME

DIMENSIONS

FUEL

SPECIFICATIONS

  
1.6kg
3.5lbs*

1+

• Fast and efficient folding 2-burner stove

• JetLink for expanded cooking systems

• Unbeatable simmer control

• Easy-to-clean

• Convenient, reliable lever igniter

• System carrying bag with pocket for  
regulator fuel connection

Stove includes Carry Bag, Windscreen  
and Fuel Regulator.

GNST
(Genesis Stove)

BEST FOR
ADDING A COMPACT COOK-TOP TO YOUR CAMP KITCHEN.

BEST FOR
EXPANDING YOUR BASECAMP COOKING POSSIBILITIES.

Retrofit your backcountry repertoire with the world’s first modular, expandable basecamp cooking system. Use it as 
a standalone stove, or couple it to other JetLink compatible stoves via the JetLink Port. A beastly 10,000 BTUs 
makes boiling water a jif, and incomparable simmer control gives you the flexibility to boil fast or simmer slow.

Can you imagine the meals you’d make if you had the convenience of kitchen cooking in the backcountry? 
Well, that dream is now a reality with the Genesis, an ultra compact dual-burner stove that folds in half for easy 
travel. It’s designed specifically for Jetboil’s versatile line of cookware, and like our other Basecamp Systems,  
it includes the JetLink Port for daisy chaining other Jetboil stoves.

HALFGEN
(HalfGen System)

BASECAMP 
SYSTEMS
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GENESIS STOVE
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GROW 
YOUR 
OWN

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 9.7 oz (275 g)

DIMENSIONS: 11" x 9" 

GENESIS 
SYSTEM BAG

FEATURES
• Designed to fit all components  

of the Genesis cooking system 
Genesis stove, 5L FluxPot, 10" fry 
pan, regulator and lid

• Easy-to-carry handle

• Padded walls for protection  
and easy packing

GNSBG

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 32.85 oz (930 g) 

CAPACITY: 5 Liters

5L FLUXPOT

FEATURES
•  Industry leading Jetboil  

fuel efficiencies

•  Optimized for use with Jetboil  
Genesis Stove

• Genesis Stove nests within pot

• Easy-to-carry insulated handles

• Strainer lid included

• Protective skirt

CPT5

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 13.4 oz (380 g)

DIMENSIONS: 10" x 2"

10" FRY PAN

FRYPN10

SPECIFICATIONS

LENGTH: 5 feet

20LB PROPANE
TANK HOSE

FEATURES
• Quick connect feature

•  Compatible with Jetboil and 
Eureka! propane stoves

2572182

FEATURES
• Ceramic coated fry pan for  

eco-friendly non-stick

• Designed to nest with Jetboil 
Genesis cooking system

• Folding handles for  
compact storage

• Optimally sized for use with 
Genesis and HalfGen stoves

• High wall design for sautéing

LNA

FEATURES
• Satellite burner boils water fast for  

quick food and drink prep

• Packs inside Zip, Flash, MicroMo, MiniMo 
and SUMO cook pots

• Attaches only to Jetboil/Eureka! multi- 
burner propane stoves using the JetLink™ 
connection (Genesis, HalfGen, and Gonzo Grill)

• Stable, low-profile design

• Convenient, reliable push-button igniter

• Compatible with .8L, 1LS, 1LT, 1.8L  
cook pots

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 9.5 oz (270 g)

LENGTH: 3 feet

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 6.8 oz (192 g)

DIMENSIONS: 3.75" x 2.75"

2522181

FEATURES
•  Allows connection of multiple Jetboil/ 

Eureka! propane stoves via JetLink port

•  Allows multiple stoves to run off one  
common fuel source and regulator

• Rugged braided stainless steel hose design

LUNA SATELLITE
BURNER

JETLINK

GENESIS STOVE

GENESIS STOVE + FLUXPOT  
+ LUNA + FLASH

HALFGEN + FLUXPOT

HALFGEN SYSTEM

HALFGEN SYSTEM

LUNA

LUNA 

BASECAMP 
SYSTEMS
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SYSTEMS
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1.5 LITER FLUXRING 
COOK POT
FEATURES
•  Wide-open form factor that makes it easy to simmer 

and cook for small groups

•  Folding wire handles and insulating cozy make for  
safe and easy handling

• Plastic base cover works as a serving plate or bowl

SPECIFICATIONS  
WEIGHT: 12 oz (340 g)

VOLUME: 51 oz (1.5 Liter)

DIMENSIONS: 7.0" x 4.5" diameter  
packed (175 mm x 110 mm)

SUMMIT SKILLET
FEATURES
• Eco-friendly, PFOA-free ceramic nonstick

• Extra-easy food release and cleanup

• Turner included (nests in handle)

• Varied wall thickness for even heat distribution 

SKILLET SPECIFICATIONS  
WEIGHT: 10.6 oz (300 g) (includes Turner)

DIMENSIONS: 8.5" x 1.9" diameter packed
(216 mm x 48 mm)

TURNER SPECIFICATIONS 

WEIGHT: .74 oz (21 g)

DIMENSIONS: 2.6" x 7.3" x 0.9"  
(65 mm x 185 mm x 21 mm) 

CPT15

JETBOIL COOKWARE

Pot support must be used when cooking on 
compatible Jetboil systems. (Sold Separately)

Pot support must be used when cooking on 
compatible Jetboil systems. (Sold Separately)

Boiling and Beyond
In some cases, less isn’t more. Our FluxRing Cook Pot  
expands your water boiling capabilities with increased volume  
and a wide-open form factor for small-group cooking. And  
since we equipped it with our FluxRing technology, you still 
get extremely efficient boiling times despite the extra capacity.

Jetboil’s non-stick skillet packs the performance of your kitchen pans 
into a trail-ready solution. Not only does it improve your backcountry 
cooking versatility, the turner nests into the handle for compact and 
lightweight travel.

SKLT
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JETPOWER 
FUEL
100 g, 230 g & 450 g
Formulated for maximum efficiency and minimum consumption, our high-performance 
propane/isobutane four-season fuel delivers higher vapor pressure for improved  
performance in cold weather.

JETGAUGE
Engineered to accurately measure the fuel level of any Jetboil canister,  
this tool will help you know before you go.

FEATURES
• 3 settings for weighing 100 g, 230 g and 450 g 
 JetPower canisters

• Easy-to-read digital output fuel levels

• Convenient usage guide to help meal planning

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 3 oz (85 g) 

MAX CAPACITY: 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)

BATTERY INCLUDED: 3V CR2032

JF100

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS:  
3.5" x 2.8" (9 cm x 7 cm)

FUEL CAPACITY:

100 g
(approx. 12 liters of boiled water)

GROSS WEIGHT:

199 g

100 g

JF230

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS:  
4.3" x 3.9" (11 cm x 10 cm)

FUEL CAPACITY:

230 g
(approx. 24 liters of boiled water)

GROSS WEIGHT:

380 g

230 g

JF450

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS:  
4.3" x 5.9" (11 cm x 15 cm)

FUEL CAPACITY:

450 g
(approx. 48 liters of boiled water)

GROSS WEIGHT:

666 g

450 g

CRUNCH

CRUNCHIT
Puncture canisters to make them recycle-ready.  
Because there’s nothing less efficient than  
throwing things away. 

• Lightweight, rugged stainless steel construction

• Safely vents fuel prior to puncturing

• Clips onto carabiner or key ring for convenience

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 1 oz (28 g)

DIMENSIONS: 1.4" x 3" 
(35 mm x 76 mm)

*  Maximum boils based 
on stove and conditions

JTG

closed closed

FUEL CAN 
STABILIZER
The Fuel Can Stabilizer steadies your 
system on uneven surfaces. 

SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT: 0.9 oz (27 g)

POT  
SUPPORT
Attach to your Jetboil burner to use our Skillet,  
the FluxRing Cook Pot, or a variety of  
traditional pots and pans.

SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT: 1.2 oz (35 g)

PSUP

STB

JTG

CRUNCH

• Lightweight, rugged stainless steel construction

• Safely vents fuel prior to puncturing

• Useful Jetboil toolkit with bottle opener and jet 

   orifice wrench integrated into handle

• Clips onto carabiner or key ring for convenience

CRUNCHIT
Even when empty, a fuel canister represents a huge energy 

opportunity. Help recover that energy with the CrunchIt: a simple tool 

for puncturing empty canisters to make them recycle-ready.

Because there’s nothing less efficient than throwing things away. 

How far can a canister take you? Take the guesswork out of how 

much fuel you have left with the new Jetgauge. A lightweight 

tool engineered to accurately measure the fuel level of any 

JetPower canister, it enables precision fuel planning and 

keeps you from running on empty. So stop shaking the can and 

hauling extra fuel you don’t need, and start stretching the fuel 

you carry further.    

* Maximum boils based on   
   stove and conditions

“A little knowledge 
goes a long way.”
FAST  COMPACT  EFFICIENT

• 3 settings for weighing 100 g, 230 g and 450 g  

   JetPower canisters

• Easy to read digital output fuel levels

• Convenient usage guide to help meal planning

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 
3 oz (85 g) 

Max Capacity: 
5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)

Battery Included: 

3V CR2032

JETGAUGE
NEW FOR 2018
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JETPOWER 
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• Clips onto carabiner or key ring for convenience

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 1 oz (28 g)

DIMENSIONS: 1.4" x 3" 
(35 mm x 76 mm)

*  Maximum boils based 
on stove and conditions

JTG

closed closed

FUEL CAN 
STABILIZER
The Fuel Can Stabilizer steadies your 
system on uneven surfaces. 

SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT: 0.9 oz (27 g)

POT  
SUPPORT
Attach to your Jetboil burner to use our Skillet,  
the FluxRing Cook Pot, or a variety of  
traditional pots and pans.

SPECIFICATIONS
WEIGHT: 1.2 oz (35 g)

PSUP

STB

JTG

CRUNCH

• Lightweight, rugged stainless steel construction

• Safely vents fuel prior to puncturing

• Useful Jetboil toolkit with bottle opener and jet 

   orifice wrench integrated into handle

• Clips onto carabiner or key ring for convenience

CRUNCHIT
Even when empty, a fuel canister represents a huge energy 

opportunity. Help recover that energy with the CrunchIt: a simple tool 

for puncturing empty canisters to make them recycle-ready.

Because there’s nothing less efficient than throwing things away. 

How far can a canister take you? Take the guesswork out of how 

much fuel you have left with the new Jetgauge. A lightweight 

tool engineered to accurately measure the fuel level of any 

JetPower canister, it enables precision fuel planning and 

keeps you from running on empty. So stop shaking the can and 

hauling extra fuel you don’t need, and start stretching the fuel 

you carry further.    

* Maximum boils based on   
   stove and conditions

“A little knowledge 
goes a long way.”
FAST  COMPACT  EFFICIENT

• 3 settings for weighing 100 g, 230 g and 450 g  

   JetPower canisters

• Easy to read digital output fuel levels

• Convenient usage guide to help meal planning

SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 
3 oz (85 g) 

Max Capacity: 
5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)

Battery Included: 

3V CR2032

JETGAUGE
NEW FOR 2018
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FLASH JAVA KIT
The Flash Java Kit bundles our efficient Flash cooking system  
with the stowable Silicone Coffee Press, which stores perfectly  
inside the cook pot. 

FEATURES
• Coffee Press and coffee sample pack included

• 1 Liter FluxRing cook pot

• Thermochromatic color-change heat indicator

• New and improved push-button igniter

• Bottom cover doubles as a measuring cup and bowl

•  Compatible accessories include Coffee Press,  
Hanging Kit, Pot Support, Skillet, FluxRing Cook  
Pot and Utensils

INCLUDES 
• Jetboil Flash

• Silicone Coffee Press

• Green Mountain Coffee

JETSET UTENSIL KIT
Stowable in your Jetboil cook pot, these high-temperature  
nylon utensils extend to reach every last bit of food at  
the bottom of the pot.

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 1.3 oz (36 g)

DIMENSIONS: 5.2" (130 mm) packed  

UTN

HANGING KIT
From wall climbs to backcountry ski trips, our hanging kit 
attaches securely to your burner and gets your Jetboil  
up and off the ground.

• New sliding bracket acts as a locking mechanism  
on the cord to secure the system in place while in use

•  Compatible with Zip, Flash, MicroMo, MiniMo,  
SUMO, Coffee Press & Grande Coffee Press

• Can also be used with the Skillet and 1.5L FluxRing  
Cook Pot attached to a burner assembly

SPECIFICATIONS

WEIGHT: 1.6 oz (45 g)

DIMENSIONS: 7.1" (180 mm) packed

ACCESSORIES

FLJVEC
(Ecto)

SPECIFICATIONS

13.1 oz (371 g)*

9,000 BTU/h (2.6 kW)

32 fl oz (1 Liter)

100 sec per 16 oz (1/2 Liter)
(avg. over the life of JetPower can)

10 Liters per 100 g JetPower can

4.1" x 7.1" (104 mm x 180 mm)

*System weight excludes fuel stabilizer.

WEIGHT

POWER

VOLUME

BOIL TIME

WATER BOILED

DIMENSIONS

43

 
371g
13.1oz*

1-2

FAST BOIL
SYSTEMS
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SPARE CUP
Our FluxRing 1 Liter Tall Cook Pot is compatible  
with the MicroMo, MiniMo, Zip and Flash systems  
as well as the Luna Burner.

•  Can pack Zip, Flash, Luna burner base, MiniMo,  
MicroMo, and SUMO with one 100 g JetPower can

• Drink-through lid with pour 
   spout and strainer

SPECIFICATIONS 

WEIGHT: 9.7 oz (275 g)

VOLUME: 32 fl oz (1 L)

DIMENSIONS: 4.1" x 7.1" 
(104 mm x 180 mm) POS-UNIVRACK

JETBOIL FUEL RACK

POS-HOOK (4/PK)

JETBOIL BRANDED HOOKJETBOIL SLAT WALL SIGN

POS-SIGN 17" X 6"

SYSTEM DISPLAY Systems sold separately.

JETBOIL SYSTEM GLORIFIERACCESSORIES POS

SC1TCB

45
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MINIMO SUMO

12 liters per 100 g 
Jet Canister

12 liters per 100 g 
Jet Canister

12 liters per 100 g 
Jet Canister

12 liters per 100 g 
Jet Canister

3m
32 oz (1 liter)†

2m 15sec
16 oz (.5 liter)

2m 15sec
16 oz (.5 liter)

4m 15sec
32 oz (1 liter)

12 oz
340 g

14.6 oz
415 g

16 oz
453 g

3.3 oz
95 g

.8 Liter
Open

Platform 1 Liter Short 1.8 Liter

1-2 1-2 2-41-2

1.5L FluxRing Cook 
Pot and Skillet

PRODUCT COMPARISON

GROUP SIZE

WEIGHT*

SYSTEM TYPE

PIEZO  
IGNITER

BOIL TIME

VOLUME

FEED

THERMO  
REGULATE

WATER BOIL  
AMOUNT**

COMPATIBLE  
ACCESSORIES

FAST. COMPACT. EFFICIENT.

1LT cook pot (1 Liter Tall), Hanging Kit, 
Accessory Cozies, Pot Support, Coffee 
Press (Standard), Jetset Utensils, 1.5L 
FluxRing Cook Pot and Skillet (when  
used with Pot Support)

12 oz
340 g

2m 30sec
16 oz (.5 liter)

10 liters per 100 g 
Jet Canister

12 liters per 100 g 
Jet Canister

.8 Liter

Fast Boil Systems
Best for fast boiling dehydrated meals  

and coffee/tea on the trail

Precision Cooking Systems
Best for rapidly boiling water and cooking 

performance in all 4 seasons

Precision Cooking Systems
Best for rapidly boiling water and cooking  

performance in all 4 seasons

Basecamp Cooking Systems
Best for maximizing cooking area and versatility  

when you're off the grid

UNREGULATED: Gas Feed REGULATED: Gas Feed REGULATED: Gas Feed REGULATED: Propane FeedREGULATED: 
Liquid Feed

1-2

13.1 oz
371 g

1 Liter Tall

1-2

MICROMOMIGHTYMOPRODUCT ZIP FLASH

100sec
16 oz (.5 liter)

24 liters per 230 g 
Jet Canister

2m 40sec
32 oz (1 liter)

28 oz
790 g

2.5 Liter

2-4

JOULE

Jetset Utensils

Joule is a liquid / 
multi-fuel stove  
for consistent  
output down  
to temps of  
10°F/-12°C

Liquid 
Feed

48 liters per 1 lb 
propane bottle

48 liters per 1 lb 
propane bottle

3m 15sec
32 oz (1 liter)‡

9.1 lbs
4.1 kg

3.5 lbs
1.6 kg

Open
Platform

Open
Platform

2-4 1-4

GENESIS HALFGEN

Luna, 10" Fry Pan, 
5L FluxPot, JetLink 
hose, 20lb hose

Luna, 10" Fry Pan, 
5L FluxPot, JetLink 
Hose, 20lb Hose

NOTES:
*  System weight does not 

include pot support and  
fuel stabilizer

**  Average over the life of 
JetPower canister/propane

† In FluxRing Cook Pot
‡ When using 5L FluxPot

3m 15sec
32 oz (1 liter)‡

48 liters per 1 lb 
propane bottle

2m 15sec
16 oz (.5 liter)

6.8 oz
192 g

Open
Platform

1-4

LUNA

1LT cook pot  
(1 Liter Tall)

1LT cook pot (1 Liter 
Tall), Hanging Kit, 
Accessory Cozies,  
Pot Support, Grande 
Coffee Press 
(MicroMo-Standard 
Coffee Press), Jetset 
Utensils, 1.5L FluxRing 
Cook Pot and Skillet  
(when used with  
Pot Support) 

1LT cook pot (1 Liter 
Tall), Hanging Kit, 
Accessory Cozies,  
Pot Support, Grande 
Coffee Press 
(MicroMo-Standard 
Coffee Press), Jetset 
Utensils, 1.5L FluxRing 
Cook Pot and Skillet  
(when used with  
Pot Support) 
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FAST. COMPACT. EFFICIENT.
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2-4 1-4
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Hose, 20lb Hose

NOTES:
*  System weight does not 

include pot support and  
fuel stabilizer

**  Average over the life of 
JetPower canister/propane

† In FluxRing Cook Pot
‡ When using 5L FluxPot

3m 15sec
32 oz (1 liter)‡

48 liters per 1 lb 
propane bottle

2m 15sec
16 oz (.5 liter)

6.8 oz
192 g

Open
Platform

1-4

LUNA

1LT cook pot  
(1 Liter Tall)

1LT cook pot (1 Liter 
Tall), Hanging Kit, 
Accessory Cozies,  
Pot Support, Grande 
Coffee Press 
(MicroMo-Standard 
Coffee Press), Jetset 
Utensils, 1.5L FluxRing 
Cook Pot and Skillet  
(when used with  
Pot Support) 

1LT cook pot (1 Liter 
Tall), Hanging Kit, 
Accessory Cozies,  
Pot Support, Grande 
Coffee Press 
(MicroMo-Standard 
Coffee Press), Jetset 
Utensils, 1.5L FluxRing 
Cook Pot and Skillet  
(when used with  
Pot Support) 
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